What

“

Wizzie will revolutionize the way data is converted into
value, creating the best free software system for real-time
analysis.
Wizzie Data Platform provides an end-to-end solution
prepared to receive, process in real time, store and visualize
any data.
Wizzie applies machine learning in combination with
hyper-scale correlation rules to signal significant events.
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●

Need to exploit vast volumes of data
to create value in their respective
businesses

●

A multitude of formats and protocols
involved, increasing the technical
complexity of the projects

●

Need to treat information and make
decisions in real time, lacking tools for
it

●

The absence of visual dashboards
and analysis tools prepared to treat
data in real time and historical data
equally

●

Absolutely
tailor-made
projects
without
an
immediate
value
proposition
Problems of our customers

Plug-ins

Network
Wizzie can collect the network
information provided by the network
devices of your organization, which
allows you to obtain indicators such
as bandwidth consumption, the
devices present in your network and
much more.

Mobility
Mobility information is analyzed by
Wizzie
to
provide
valuable
geolocalized indicators for your
business. Know where your assets are
in real time, the areas most
frequented by your customers and
much more.

Monitoring
Monitor in real-time the state of your
network assets in a centralized
manner by processing Syslog and
SNMP messages. Apply correlation
rules and get alerts for abnormal
situations.

IoT
Thanks to the unlimited collection
capacity of the Wizzie Data Platform,
you can monitor the entire IoT device
fleet that you have deployed.
Protocols such as MQTT, KNX and
many more are collected by Wizzie
for processing.

IDS
Wizzie allows you to collect events
from the main Open Source IDS, such
as Snort, Suricata, and Bro, enabling
you to unify the visualization and
monitoring of your organization's
security events.

Reputation
Enrichment capabilities of Wizzie Data
Platform allow you to include
valuable information related to the
reputation of your messages. Any IP,
URL and file MD5 may be capable of
having a reputation score.

Use cases

Cybersecurity
Wizzie allows you to group the
information produced by multiple
security systems, add context that
facilitates
understanding,
detect
anomalous patterns and set alarms,
increasing your security position.

Mobility
Wizzie
can
process
any
geo-referenced information, mainly
that generated by mobiles. Access
any information in colorful maps, and
apply geospatial filters for your areas
of interest.

Fleet monitoring
Wizzie allows you to group the
information
generated
by
the
vehicle's telemetry systems as well as
the ticketing system or the Internet
connectivity system to optimize your
fleet and predict incidents before
they occur.

Industry 4.0
Wizzie allows you to collect the vast
amount of information generated by
many industrial devices of different
types, apply business rules and
predict the occurrence of problems.

Smart cities
Wizzie allows city managers to group
freely
the
geo-referenced
information produced by the different
systems and protocols present in
smart
cities,
generating
key
indicators that help us in their
management.

Retail
Wizzie can natively receive location
information based on WiFi networks
and Bluetooth beacons and generate
for you metrics of interest that affect
the quality of your business or
improve the performance of your real
estate.

Key features

Open Software
Wizzie uses open software widely,
allowing us to innovate very quickly.
However, Wizzie is not only about
technology, but it also aims to lead
an ecosystem of users and ideas
without
ties
to
the
supplier,
maintaining
its
freedom
of
innovation.

Prepared for Cloud
Wizzie Data Platform is offered as a
shared service (SaaS) for specific use
cases, but we also have the option of
managing dedicated infrastructure
for our customers (IaaS) as well as
deploying it in GCP or AWS.

Real-time
Despite the vast amounts of
information to process, Wizzie allows
you to see it and act in real time.
Layered storage provides interactive
responses
while
maintaining
unlimited storage capacity.

Multi-User
The different layers that make Wizzie
Data Platform up can be shared
among several customers to reduce
costs or isolated to increase their
security. In any case, control
mechanisms that maintain privacy
are implemented.

Scalable
The demands imposed by the data
grow every day. Wizzie allows you to
scale horizontally quickly to sustain
any load and is flexible to save
money. All its components are
dynamically elastic.

OEM
WDP is an ideal solution on which to
build a new product or vertical
without having to worry about the
complexity of the system. It is easy to
add your know-how, customize the
interface that we already provide or
use your own.
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Capabilities

Collect
With its schemaless architecture,
Wizzie Data Platform allows you to
collect any data on a large scale,
since it is compatible with more than
50 different protocols, from IT, IoT,
Location Services and much more.

Correlate
In the end, as managers of
infrastructure, we always need to
transfer a business logic to the
process. Wizzie provides a correlation
engine in which to translate said
logic, allowing a large number of
options and window functions.

Normalize
To be able to work with such different
and heterogeneous data sources,
Wizzie
provides
a
series
of
normalization functions that allow it
to homogenize the data so that it is
then
easy
to
treat
them
independently of their origin.

Store
Our solution allows you to store
information
in
an
aggregate,
immutable way and without a time
limit, combining one layer of storage
in real time with another for the
oldest data.

Enrich
Whether crossing data from a
different flow or using external data
sources, Wizzie provides the ability to
add context information to a data
flow, increasing its value and
simplifying its subsequent analysis.

Visualize
Wizzie allows equal access to data in
real time as well as historical data.
The storage in layers and the use of
approximate algorithms allows us to
offer consistent and interactive
response times.
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Wizzie Data Platform has plug-ins
that solve specific use cases.
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Wizzie Data Platform has plug-ins
that solve specific use cases.
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Large companies and telcos
Companies interested in their customizable projects that
seek to accelerate their implementation: Enterprise
On-Premise / IaaS
Small and medium companies
Companies in need of meeting the capabilities covered
by any of the Wizzie Data Platform verticals: Enterprise
SaaS / IaaS / On-Premise
MSP companies
Companies dedicated to providing managed services to
their clients. They need a transversal solution that allows
them to work with multiple manufacturers and create
their value services: Enterprise IaaS / On-Premise
Equipment/software manufacturers
Manufacturers with the need to provide their products
with new functionalities in an area in which they do not
have their capacity or speed up the time to market: OEM
Typical customers

Subscriptions.- We follow an "open core" model,
complemented with proprietary components, as well as
updates and support. The format is an annual
subscription, with a price based on usage.
SaaS.- 100% service in the WDP cloud and its main
verticals.
IaaS.- Custom installation in the client's cloud and
supported by our engineers.
Services.- Adaptation to the client and customized
developments on WDP.
Revenue share.- Mainly in the cases of OEM projects, a
negotiable percentage is established on the price of the
products or services offered by the client, with a
guaranteed annual minimum.

Business model

How

Collect
Multiple Legacy Protocols
JSON Format
Kafka Messages
Kafka Connect Library

Normalize
Uniform Units
Uniform Naming
Message Splitting
Stateless Processing
Kafka Streams Library

Enrich
Geolocation by IP
IP and URL reputation
Weather conditions
Tweet sentiment

Detect
Unsupervised Algorithms
Time series Anomaly Det (AD)
Highly Dimensional AD
Pattern Detection

Correlate
Business Logic Rules
Windowed Operations
Filters
Sequenced Events

Options

4Q 2018

Dedicated platform
Managed by Wizzie
Multiple organizations
Can be used as MSP
Support

1Q 2019
Shared platform
Managed by Wizzie
Dedicated pipeline
Access only to your organization
Support

Dedicated platform
Managed by the customer
Multiple organizations
Can be used as MSP
Support

3Q 2019
Optimized hardware
Dedicated platform
Multiple organizations
Can be used as MSP
Support
Managed by the customer

WDP deployment modes

Kubernetes Cluster

Supported Platforms

Wizzie Community Stack
●
●
●
●

Deployment via Docker-Compose
Single-tenant
Open-source components
Community Support

Wizzie Data Platform
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Wizzie Data Cloud

Easy deployment: Kubernetes
Multi-tenant
Open-source + proprietary
components
High scalability
Smart resilience
Management services
Supports plugins
Premium support
Private Install: Amazon Web Services,
Google Cloud Platform, On-Premise

If you need a customization of our platform, we also have an OEM Edition that can be
tailored to your exact needs.

Editions

Support 8x5
next business day
best effort
8x5

email / web / app

email: support@wizzie.io
https://support.wizzie.io
app android / iphone

Support 24x7
SLA / next business day
24x7

SLA / best effort
email / web / app

powered by

Support

Headquarters
Spain

USA Sales
San Francisco

Canada Sales
Toronto
info@wizzie.io
@wizzieio

www.wizzie.io
wizzie-io

